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ABSTRACT:
Flash cooling is a method for rapid cooling of vessels
or other areas, often by using a gas or mist. Flash
cooling system is used for cooling of liquids, utilizing
thermo compressors, steam ejectors or vacuum
pumps. Tool wear of machine tools and large usage
of cutting fluids is one of the major problems in
manufacturing. Cutting fluids are used to cool down
the tool and have been shown to cause environmental
problems in machine shops. Tool life and
temperature have an inverse relationship, namely
that the higher the temperature at the tool-chip
interface is, the lower the tool life will be, and viceversa
In this thesis the comparison of flash cooling (i.e) by
providing holes on the cutting tool for passing fluid
from them and external cooling of cutting tool is
done by determining the heat transfer rate. 3D
models of the shrink fit chuck with flash cooling and
external cooling is done in Pro/Engineer.
Thermal and CFD analysis is done to determine the
heat transfer rates in Ansys by changing the cooling
fluids and also the material of the cutting tool.
I. INTRODUCTION
Flash Coolers are similar to evaporators in that they
utilize a vacuum vessel to reduce the temperatures at
which the liquid boils. The flash cooler's purpose is not
to concentrate products but rather to cool them, by
admitting them into a vessel, in which the boiling point
has been reduced by the vessel being operated under
vacuum. Many liquid products benefit by prompt
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cooling after thermal processing, either in pasteurizers
or evaporators.
The Marriott Walker Corporation offers two types of
flash coolers, one for use on conventional liquid
products and the other is suitable for use with viscous
liquids such as barbeque sauce and soy protein isolate.
Easily pumped liquids can be quickly cooled in flash
coolers with tangential, centrifugal inlets. This
approach lays the liquid to be cooled in a thin film
against the side-wall of the cylindrical vessel and
water vapor is immediately "flashed off", providing for
prompt cooling of the liquid product.
For viscous products, the Marriott Walker Corporation
flash cooler design relies on a solid cone spray nozzle,
centrally located within the cylindrical vacuum vessel.
The solid cone spray sprays the liquid to be cooled into
the dual-diameter vacuum vessel, whose unique
configuration results in a cylindrical "curtain of
product", which provides for quick and effective flash
cooling of the product.
Where cooling duties are particularly rigorous,
Marriott Walker flash coolers can be provided in
multi-stage configurations, to accomplish the required
product cooling task.
Our "vapor-in-tube" surface condensers, used in
conjunction with flash coolers, provide for sanitary
capture and re-use of condensed flash vapors if
circumstances require it.
Traditional explanations for the efficacy of mineral oil
in successful flash cooling of a protein crystal
correctly point to the removal of excess liquid around
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the crystal to prevent external ice formation. Based on
the physics of the well known Leidenfrost
phenomenon, an additional role that mineral oil
possibly plays in aiding verification is suggested: that
of improving cooling rates for a protein crystal
plunged into liquid nitrogen. The full potential of
liquid heat transfer when using liquid nitrogen is not
realized in conventional cooling techniques due to film
boiling that occurs around larger protein crystals.
However, a thin layer of an insulating material, such as
a mineral oil, around the protein crystal can prevent
this vapor film from forming by raising the Leidenfrost
temperature. Surface cooling then occurs in the more
efficient nucleate boiling regime where liquid nitrogen
is in contact with the crystal throughout the quench.
Using bare and coated thermocouples, the validity of a
predictive Leidenfrost temperature equation for use in
liquid-nitrogen plunge cooling of protein crystals is
demonstrated When machining at high speeds, air
turbulences frequently influence the coolant and
prevent it from optimally reaching the cutting tool.
Haimer now offers a shrink chuck with the newly
developed Cool Flash System, where the coolant
wraps itself around the tool like a jacket and protects it
against such disturbances. According to a company
spokesperson, Haimer is offering these as an option for
its shrink chucks that, due to their especially high runout accuracy, are ideal for high-speed machining.
With the Cool Flash System, in a similar manner to the
Haimer Cool Jet System for normal machining, the
bores have been introduced in the clamping chuck,
where the coolant is transported to the face area of the
tool holder. In contrast to the Cool Jet System, where
the coolant exits the chuck as a spray pattern toward
the tool cutting edge, the Cool Flash has the decisive
difference at this point: a disc is positioned at the face
side of the Cool Flash chuck, which releases a narrow
circumferential gap in the direction of the tool. From
this small reservoir, it flows over the tool shaft directly
as a closed jacket and is, therefore, insensitive against
air turbulences. At the end of the shaft area, the
coolant is pressed into the flutes, flushes them out and
then reaches - even at high speeds - the cutting edges

of the tool directly without atomizing, where its
cooling effect may develop.
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THERMAL ANALYSIS –WITH OUT HOLES

WITH HOLES – AIR
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WITHOUT HOLES

WITH OUT HOLES – AIR

CONCLUSION
By observing thermal analysis results, the heat flux
values are more for flash cooling than external cooling.
That is the heat produced while machining is fastly
removed by flash cooling than external cooling. For
Tungsten Carbide tool, the heat transfer rate is more
than that of HSS tool.

WITH HOLES

By observing the CFD analysis results, the heat
transfer rate is more for all fluids when flash cooling is
provided than external cooling. By comparing the
results for fluids, the water at 600C removes more heat
from cutting fluid than other fluids.
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